ICCA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP RUBRIC
STUNT DIFFICULTY X 4
2.5- Prep level stunts
3.0
3.0- Extended double leg stunts
3.5
Extended single leg stunts with at least one extended
3.5body position
4.0
Extended single leg body positions and at least one
4.0- elite stunt; required full twist dismount from an
4.5 extended stunt
Extended single leg body positions and multiple elite
4.5stunts; required full twist dismount from an extended
5.0
body position

COED STUNT DIFFICULTY X 4
2.5- Assisted entry to prep level stunts
3.0
3.0- Assisted entry to press extension
3.5 OR unassisted entry to prep level stunts
Assisted entry to extended double leg stunt OR press
3.5extended single leg stunt/single arm stunt OR
4.0
unassisted entry to press extension
Assisted entry to extended single leg or single arm
4.0- stunt OR unassisted entry to extended double leg stunt
4.5 OR unassisted press extended single leg/single arm
stunt or single arm stunt
Unassisted entry to extended single leg stunt or single
4.5arm stunt
5.0

TECHNIQUE X 4
2.53.0
3.03.5
3.54.0
4.04.5
4.55.0

Poor level of technique
Below average technique
Average technique
Above average technique
High level of technique

TECHNIQUE X 4
2.53.0
3.03.5
3.54.0
4.04.5
4.55.0

Poor level of technique
Below average technique
Average technique
Above average technique
High level of technique

TOSSES
2.53.0
3.03.5
3.54.0
4.04.5
4.55.0

Straight ride tosses
Single skill tosses without twists
Multi-skill tosses without twists
Tosses with twists
Multi-skill tosses with twists

OVERALL IMPRESSION
Average to below average routine (average to below
3.0average pace, breaks and timing issues, obvious
3.5
bobbles)
Average routine hitting some areas in a strong
3.5fashion (average pace, some breaks and timing
4.0
issues, slight bobbles)
Above average routine hitting most areas in a strong
4.0fashion (fast pace, minimal breaks, good timing,
4.5
creative, some slight bobbles)
Truly exceptional routine hitting each area in a strong
4.5fashion (fast pace, clean transitions, correct timing,
5.0
innovative and creative, confidence, clean routine)

OVERALL IMPRESSION
Average to below average routine (average to below
3.0average pace, breaks and timing issues, obvious
3.5
bobbles)
Average routine hitting some areas in a strong fashion
3.5(average pace, some breaks and timing issues, slight
4.0
bobbles)
Above average routine hitting most areas in a strong
4.0fashion (fast pace, minimal breaks, good timing,
4.5
creative, some slight bobbles)
Truly exceptional routine hitting each area in a strong
4.5fashion (fast pace, clean transitions, correct timing,
5.0
innovative and creative, confidence, clean routine)

*NOTE - For more information see Championship Definitions and Scoring (especially Difficulty Drivers).
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